
Supply Info: Cryogen cardstock & Printing

This class is unique in that we are using a different paper than my other classes. Normally we use 
X-Press It Blending card but XPI does not tolerate water. 

If you intend to do the background portion of the project, you will want to switch to Cryogen cardstock 
in “Curious Metalic White” color.

     Cryogen is an excellent cardstock for marker. It accepts many coats of marker and has a smooth 
finish which keeps your inks wet longer which helps to self-smooth your blends. Cryogen allows you to make more 
corrections than XPI does. 

Unlike X-Press It, Cryogen doesn’t mind getting a little wet; it’s perfect for splashy background techniques. Cryogen is 
also more toothy than most marker papers which is nice when our projects involve more colored pencil than marker.

Remember, paper is an important tool! Poor quality paper makes blending harder and can ruin the look of your finished 
projects. I’d rather see you cut back on markers than skimp on paper- it’s THAT important! 

I print my digital images using a home-office laser printer. Laser printers use a heat process to apply 
toner; toner is Copic safe and these images will not damage your marker tips.

For at least a decade, I have owned a series of HP Inkjet printers. Not all ink-based printers are Copic 
safe. You will need to test your copies for compatibility. To test, I use an AquaBrush filled with Copic 
Colorless Blending Solution. DO NOT USE YOUR 0 MARKER. Print a sample stamp and let it dry for 30 seconds, then 
swish on a bit of colorless blender. A Copic safe ink will not bleed, smudge, or change color.

Heat setting and 24 hour “cure” times are a myth. Neither process chemically alters either the ink nor the paper. There 
is no treatment that can turn an unsafe ink into a safe ink.

My images are delivered to you with gray lines rather than black.

Why? When you color a gray-stamp image, the lines gradually disappear underneath the layers of ink. 
This makes for a final product that looks more like a painting.

Black outlines never disappear. Black-stamp images will always have a coloring-book feel to them,
no matter how amazing you color them.
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